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GoFileRoom, v.12.10.0 
User Bulletin 8090: Update 
 
March 1, 2014 
 
This user bulletin describes changes made to this release of GoFileRoom.® 
 
CHANGES 
 
FileRoom v.8.2 Add-In 
With this release of the FileRoom Add-In, we have resolved printer installation issues with Microsoft® 
Windows® 7 (32- and 64-bit versions) and Windows 8 environments. 
 
Important! The FileRoom v.8.2 Add-In will not be publicly distributed and will be available only by 
request. To request the FileRoom v.8.2. Add-In, contact GoFileRoom Support.  
  
Note: Before you install updated FileRoom Add-Ins, you must uninstall the previous versions of the Add-
Ins. To do so, click the Start button, choose ControlPanel, and click Programs and Features. Then, right-
click each FileRoom Add-In that you will update and choose Uninstall. 
 
WorkFlow Manager 
 
 Administrators can now limit by group the list of users that appears in custom fields that are 

designated as user drop-down lists. For example, if an administrator has a Partners group set up in 
GoFileRoom, she can then create a custom field called “Partner” and filter the user drop-down list 
values for the custom field so that only members of the Partners group appear in the Partner drop-
down list. Prior to this release, all users were displayed in all user drop-down list custom fields. 
 
Note: If a group is not assigned to a user drop-down list custom field, GoFileRoom will display all 
users. 

 
 With this release, we’ve added additional folder and workflow information to routing notification 

emails. Now, when a notification email recipient clicks the associated link, the Tasks tab of the 
associated workflow folder will open. 
 

 With this release, we’ve added prompts to notify you about the following conditions for required 
custom fields. 
 If you are an administrator who is working with custom fields in the Setup area and you designate 

a custom field as Required and to be excluded from any roll forward (by selecting No in the Roll 
Forward column), you will be prompted to confirm these settings.  

 If an administrator confirm these settings for a custom field, then users who initiate the roll-
forward process for any workflows that include the required custom field will receive a warning 
message if the custom field has been left blank. 

 
 With this release, we’ve added an Assigned On column in the My Work tasks workspace. The date 

and time at which a task was assigned to the current user will now be displayed in the Assigned On 
column for each task. 
 
Note: Values will not be displayed in the Assigned On column if tasks were not assigned to a person 
or group. 
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 With this release, you can redact Social Security numbers in PDF documents from within the 

Workflow Manager Document Browser and from within the workflow folder documents tab. This new 
feature will assist firms in complying with the Social Security Administration’s privacy legislation. 
 
To redact PDF documents, follow these steps. 

 
1. Do one of the following. 
 From within the Document Browser: Mark the checkboxes for the PDFs that you want to 

redact. 
 From within the Documents tab of a workflow folder: Click the PDFs in the list to select 

them for redaction (hold the SHIFT or CTRL key to select multiple PDFs).   
2. Right-click, and choose PDF > Redact PDF(s) from the context menu. 
3. Click OK to confirm that PDFs have been sent for redaction. 
 

 Notes 
 Documents that have been submitted for redaction are locked and cannot be edited until the 

redaction process is complete. 
 During the automatic redaction process, any redaction is applied to a copy of the document. The 

original document is not changed during the redaction process. 
 
Entity Browser 
With this release, exported data from within the Entity Browser will include the month and day information 
as separate columns for the following fields.  
 Tax Year Begin 
 Tax Year End 
 Financial Year Beginning Month 
 Financial Year Ending Month  
 
Note: When importing data to the Entity Browser, the month and day information in the import file must be 
in separate columns. 
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